Bertone

The Alfa Romeo Giulietta Sprint,
Lamborghini Miura, Fiat 850 Spyder,
Ferrari Dino 308 GT/4, and the Lancia
Stratos--these superb cars are some of the
world-famous creations from the acclaimed
coach-building firm of Carrozzeria
Bertone in Turin, Italy. 227 color photos,
207 b&w photos.

Giovanni Bertone was an Italian automobile designer, known for establishing the Carrozzeria Bertone business. Life and
career[edit]. Bertone was the sixth of If you love classic Alfa Romeos, Lamborghinis and even Volvos, you were
probably hoping famed Italian design studio Bertone was going toGiuseppe Bertone, also called Nuccio was an
automobile designer and constructor. He took over Carrozzeria Bertone from his father, Giovanni after World War
From June through October 2012, the National Car Museum in Turin hosted an exhibition featuring iconic Italian auto
designer Bertone. Italian design house Bertone has established itself as one of the legends of automotive design. But
they hit a financial rough patch a few yearsGruppo Bertone je italska firma zabyvajici se stylingem automobilu a
konstrukci autobusu, mimo jine vsak automobily i vyrabi. Styling Bertoneho znacky je velmiPages in category Bertone
vehicles. The following 28 pages are in this category, out of 28 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn
more).Das italienische Unternehmen Bertone, gegrundet unter dem Namen Carrozzeria Bertone, war Hersteller und
Designer von Autokarosserien undBertone is an Italian surname meaning descendant of Roberto. Notable people with
the surname icnlude: Giovanni Bertone (18841972), Italian automobileThe Bertone Nuccio is a concept car designed
and developed by the Italian design house Bertone to celebrate the companys 100th anniversary. It is to be
firstGIOVANNI BERTONE CREATES HIS COACHBUILDING COMPANY IN TURIN FIAT ARDITA 2500
RIGHT AFTER NUCCIO BERTONE STARTED Bertone penned hundreds of cars. Here are ten of the most important
designs from its back catalogue.I slutet av 2007 drabbades Bertone av akuta ekonomiska problem, efter flera ar av
forluster. Foretaget bjods ut till forsaljning och koptes av Fiat 2009.Gruppo Bertone es una empresa italiana
especializada en la fabricacion de carrocerias y en el diseno de automoviles, que fue fundada por Giovanni
Bertone.Catherine Bertone (born ) is an Italian marathon runner. She placed 25th at the 2016 Olympics. Contents. [hide].
1 Biography 2 World records 3 SeeAbout Us. We are professionals in team management at an international level, with
innovative ideas backed by strong traditions. For more than a hundred years The house of Bertone needs no
presentation: together with Pininfarina and Italdesign Giugiaro, it is one of the pillars of Italian (and global) car Such
Italian names in car design as Bertone are very much the motoring worlds equivalent of Ferragamo, Chanel and Louis
Vuitton. The motorBertone is een Italiaans bedrijf uit Turijn dat autocarrosserieen en modelvarianten van diverse
automerken ontwerpt en produceert. Het produceerde ook autosLa Carrozzeria Bertone est une entreprise de carrosserie
automobile italienne fondee a Turin en novembre 1912 par Giovanni Bertone (1884-1972), alors ageGruppo Bertone e
uma empresa italiana especializada na fabricacao de carrocerias e no projeto de automoveis, foi fundada em 1912 em
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Torino por Giovanni - 4 min - Uploaded by Samuel CernutoBertones plan was to design a futuristic, mid-engined
replacement for the Fulvia a car that
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